The JVR Energy Park Project will have another negative imprint on our community in Jacumba. I ask you to reject this plan that involves: the operation and construction of a 90 megawatt (MW) solar energy facility and a battery energy storage system of up to 90 MW (180MWh). The Project components include approximately 300,000 photovoltaic modules fitted on single axis trackers, a battery energy storage system, inverter/transformer platforms, an underground electrical collection system, a collector substation, a switchyard, an overhead gen-tie line, security fencing, and internal access. The development footprint of the proposed facilities is approximately 643 acres.

The residents of this region have endured Windmills, solar fields and powerline infrastructure. If the county needs this then for the safety of those of us who live in this area, purchase our homes and help us relocate safely to safer areas without static electric emissions from your so called green energy. Please stop this project from advancing. Thank You Erin Tuatagaloa Resident of Jacumba, CA.